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Objectives :

  Interface medical storage with the gLite Data Management System
  Access control : full access (for physician) or limited access to the 
metadata; anonymous medical image.
  Highly secured : fine grain access control, secure storage in hospital, 
   use of grid credentials.
  Native storage : direct access to native DICOM servers, 
   without duplication.
  Large storage capacity needed for medical images.
  Acces data from anywhere : hospital or image analysis laboratory

The Medical Data Manager

  All the data is stored in the hospital.
  All existing hospital devices can
  access the data without any change.

Hydra Keystore Service

The Hydra Keystore service provides  
- On-the-fly encryption/decryption
- Keys are split and distributed on multiple keystores
  (Shamir's secret sharing algorithm)
- Strong reliability : The service need only a part of the server need to be active
- Easy setup and can be moved from one location to another

Distributed MetaData 

  Single sign-on authenticate
using the standard Virtual Organization Membership Service (VOMS). 

  Select a set of images based on the meta-data found on one or more AMGA server.
  Send requests to EGEE using command lines or API.
 The images are locally and automatically deciphered.

Worker Nodes

- Translate the request-based request of the DPM server into a DICOM image request
- Encrypt the medical image with an Hydra key

The DPM server makes the interface between the 
EGEE Grid and the hospital. This server checks the 
certificate and controls users accesses

DPM : On-disk SRM v2 server

DPM-DICOM plugin

User Interface

How ?

  Access control based on gLite DMS / SRM v2
  Expose a standard grid interface (SRM) for medical image servers (DICOM) 
  Use native DICOM storage format : no modifications needed in the 
  Picture Archiving and Communication Systems of the hospital
  Fulfill medical applications security requirements by automatic 
   anonymous image generation and encrypted communications

                           LFC :  LCG File Catalog
- Presents the multiple files of the DICOM image in structured directories
- Provides ACL to authorize users or group of users to access the files. 

EGEE
Services 

is a metadata grid service.
User could select a set of picture on a multi-parameters search.
It provides security :
- Fine grain access control
- Encrypted communications
- Authentication based on user grid identity 

Jobs on worker nodes can access 
to the medical image manager on 
the behalf of the user.

Imagers

DICOM clients

DICOM Server 

Hospital or radiological service
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The Medical Data Manager can be 
accessed from any grid client including : 
- A classic EGEE UI 
- A linux with an embedded UI
- Application
- from worker nodes 

Resolve grid file from associated metadata.
The request on metadata are simultaneously done on 
all the AMGA servers

- Client similar to AMGA client
- High level query facility
- C++ API for applications

Single sign-on

 Medical Image

The hospital or the 
radiological service 
store their medical 
images in a DICOM 
server
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